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Google play services new version

Last week, Google deployed a new version of Android to quite a lot of fanfare and boredom with very little. There's a reason: The Google Play service.Back in September 2012, Google released a new app to the Play Store. This allowed the company to deploy new features to Android users running 2.2 without getting a full OS upgrade. This app, the Google Play service, was the
focus of the last Google I/O. And as Android 4.3 showed, it is a powerful tool that brings new features to users of older operating systems. So, how does this new platform work and how is it different from Android itself? To understand why Google Play services are important, you need to understand what Android is. Most people assume that Android means phone running Google
software. This is not always the case. Technically speaking, Android is an operating system for mobile devices. Being open source, companies can use it to make changes and make their own without involving Google at all. Kindlefire is the most obvious example of this. While it is running Android, it lacks the Play Store, any built-in Google service, or even a mention of Google.
Instead, Amazon built its own app store, content services and hardware. This is Android. A platform for any company to build. G/O Media may get a commission 2 pack: Juku STEAM coding kit The reason Google and Android have been so intertwined so far is that in order to access the Play Store (or previously the Android market), device manufacturers had to adhere to certain
rulesets and include certain Google apps and features. This kept Google at the heart of the OS in its early stages. But Google started the process of separating itself from Android a long time ago. Most Google apps are already separated When Google released Android 2.0, worries were already starting to increase. An amazing new turn-by-turn navigation feature was about to be
shipped to the brand new Motorola droid. However, it was also released on the Android market the following month. This has started the trend for Google to release new features via app updates instead of operating system upgrades. Google's free turn-by-turn navigation for Maps is news this morning, and even in beta, it has been unbundle and updated directly from Gmail,
Search (including Google Now and Voice Action), Hangouts (old talk), Chrome (formerly stock browser), YouTube, Calendar and even Android. This reduced the waiting time for the new feature from just six months to a few days as long as your device could handle it. However, the problem with this plan is that Google did not allow android features to be updated. Each new
version of Android provides a new API that developers can connect to. Some apps require 4.0 and othersIt works with the lower Android version of 2.2. Apps in the previous category required a new API. This is a problem for Google and that is why fragmentation is a bad word. Hence the new plan. Google Play is a new platform This year, on Google I/O, the company announced a
host of new features that were coming to Android devices. They include, but are not limited to: there was one neat thing that was common to all of these features: they didn't need a new version of Android to implement. In fact, no one on stage talked about android upgrades during a 3-hour I/O keynote. Instead, these features were added to the Google Play service supported by
Android 2.2 and later. For the first time in years, users with older devices abandoned by manufacturers now enjoy the brand's new features, which have just been announced in I/O. In contrast, Android 4.3 introduced the following features: most of the new features are not so important, but the range is also not so large. For example, syncing notifications affects apps across the
platform, but dialer autocomplete will only be seen by a small number of users anyway. Most manufacturers tend to replace dialer apps with their own versions, and larger manufacturers already have this feature. The Google Play service provides Google with a stage to launch new features essential to Google's existence on smartphones and tablets. This means that 98.5% of
Android devices have access to new ones (including the all-new Play Games app and related features). This effectively solves the problem of fragmentation, at least because of the features deployed through the Google Play service instead of android updates. We didn't get android's new Verizon on Google I/O, but it wasn't enough. Read more The future is still uncertain, but all
of this a little brighter means you'll never get any important new features via real Android updates? First of all, as we saw in I/O, the existing API is still rolled into the Play service, so the work is not done yet. I also don't know what Google is planning. The company has not officially announced its intentions for future updates. We can simply see the effect of that plan. When Android
5.0 is finally deployed, you will probably have some new problems. What is clear is that Google is bringing new features to existing devices without worrying about the current OS version. No more manufacturers and waiting six months or a year for a new dessert to roll throughout your career. It's too old to be worth it, so no more devices will be abandoned after 18 months. Best of
all, it means far fewer petitions pleading with companies to keep updating their midrange devices. This is the point of the Google Play service. It sits on your phone,Bring great new things. At some point in recent months, for example, Google has moved its app verification service from Android 4.2 to the Play service. Your phone is slightly safer than before, and carriers and
manufacturers didn't have to get involved in any way. The more updates you can make this way, the better. Google Play Music is Google's music streaming service. It is a competitor to similar services like Apple Music, Spotify and Pandora. Each of these services has its own niche, but if you ask us here with android authority, Google Play Music is one of the best deals around.
Google Play Music boasts 35 million songs. You can also choose playlists and upload your own music. You can save up to 50,000 of your own songs and they are always ad free. You can also use Google Play Music for free, but it's limited to artists' radios, limited skips, and ads. Let's dive into the nuts and bolts of the actual method of use. Google is playing music app for Android
and iPhone If you are out and want to listen to some songs, open google play music app. If you are reading this, it is probably on your phone. If it is less than that, you can download it for Android or iOS. If you don't subscribe to Google Play Music, some restrictions apply. You can't play the specific song you're looking for, only a radio station. They will get close to what you want,
but not to a particular song. Also, the number of skips is limited (up to 6 times per hour). Finally, of course, you'll see an ad and an occasional prompt to subscribe. None of these are absolute trading killers, but they can get your jam frustrating. Suggestions based on location Your homepage includes recent activity and listening history and recommendations based on your
location. Speaking of locations, Google Play Music has some cool location-based features that you might be interested in. First of all, it allows you to adjust your music suggestions based on your location, like workout music when you are in the gym. Another neat trick Google Play Music is a curated proposal for live performance based on the music you listen to. If you're a fan of
thrillkill Kult and my life - and let's face it, everyone is - the app lets you know that TKK is playing close to April. Not such a superfan that you didn't know it yet, but it's useful. Apps that use the Google Play Music app manager allow you to search by song or artist. There are three options in the search results: you can tap the artist to open it to see the song. Tap the play button in
the lower right corner to play the artist To start the artist radio, tap the three dots under the play button, share the artist's radio, or shuffle the artistWhen you start playing music, the bar appears at the bottom of the screen with the name of the artist and song, as well as a single play/pause button. Tap that bar to see details such as repeat play, cast, shuffle, likes and dislikes, skip
or go back. Album art is also displayed on this screen. Tap the Music Notes icon in the upper-right corner to view the current playlist. What's more, if you tap on the three dots next to that icon, you will see various options such as Start Radio, playlists, library controls and of course the option to buy songs. How to open Google Play Music on your desktop If you're using a web
browser, we strongly recommend using Chrome. It has a mini player extension that you can install that allows you to pop out the music control box. The app can run in a full window, but if you don't want to get in the way, the mini player is great. Provides album art, playback controls, and likes and dislikes options. If you stick to a full browser, you can search for artists and songs to
get started. From there, you can click on a song or album to play it. Google Play Music lists all your recent history and allows you to pick up where you left off. When you select a song and start playing, you will see a playback bar at the bottom of your browser. First, you have the option to include radio controls, libraries, playlist controls, share and buy buttons. Then you have a list
of likes and dislikes buttons, play controls, volumes and tracks, and if you are in Chrome, you have the option to cast. I feel lucky Google Play Music also has a prominent Google feature: I feel lucky. This feature, like the browser feature, randomly generates results (in this case, a radio player) based on your play history, what you like about your music, and so on. Useful when you
don't really know what you want to hear. On mobile, you can find it by tapping the menu button, tapping Home, and scrolling to the bottom of the page. On the web, the I feel lucky button looks like a dice cube and is on the far right of the Homepage of Google Play Music. Chrome apps make it easier to find and (and easier to accidentally click) this appears as a dice cube above the
playback controls. Upload old songs to Google Play Music If you still have old songs purchased from services such as iTunes, or if you have songs taken from cDs (legally purchased), you can upload them to Google Play Music and you don't need to sign up for a premium service. Google Play Music allows you to upload up to 50,000 songs for free. The bad news is that you can't
upload any songs from your Android phone or tablet to Google Play Music. To do this, you need to use a PC. The easiest way is to download and install it using Google's Chrome browser.Play the StoreChrome extension. After that, launch the menu, select the Upload Music option and drag any song or folder containing the music to add it to the song's cloud library. You can also
search for and select the audio files you have saved on your PC and upload them to Google Play Music. Once installed and signed in to your Google account, all you have to do is follow the instructions to upload the song to Google Play Music.Bonus. All you need to do is search for a podcast and subscribe to it. Podcasts are listed in their own section of Google Play Music, and
the podcast's homepage features a number of popular podcasts. More than that, the podcast interface is exactly the same as the music interface. One of the drawbacks of the podcast interface is that if you're really late for podcasts, it's hard to download episodes in bulk and generally determine where you are on your podcast list. The red dots at the beginning of the podcast
disappear the more you progress through the podcast, but it's not our favorite UI. The end of Google Play Music? As much as we love Google Play Music, the truth is Google doesn't seem happy with it. In 2018, the company revealed a new music streaming service, YouTube Music, which not only streams full albums and individual songs, but also offers plenty of remixes, live
performances and music videos. YouTube Premium, the paid version of YouTube Music, costs $9.99 per month, the same as Google Play Music. Google has already announced that YouTube Music will eventually replace Google Play Music as the company's only music streaming service. However, it is not clear exactly when that will happen. Google Play Music will probably shut
down in 2019, but we don't know exactly when. Google has indicated that when a shutdown occurs, Google Play Music users transfer all users' settings, songs, and playlists to YouTube Music. Google Play Music's feature to upload and store up to 50,000 songs to the cloud for free will reportedly be supported, at least eventually, on YouTube Music as well. When Google
announces that Google Play Music is shutting down, this feature will be updated to move to YouTube Music. If you want to switch to another streaming service when the shutdown is announced, you can download songs and albums purchased on Google Play Music. Get ready - it will probably take a long, long time. How to use Google Play Music – How to use wrap-up Google
Play Music. Did we miss anything? Did you have any other questions about the service? Google Play Music
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